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Key Selling Points
Classic designs, new patterns: Time Themes takes bold Kaffe Fassett patterns and reimagines them in a collection of more than 20 new quilts,
each designed to help quilters develop their own personal take and use their fabric stash too
Stunning photograph: Never-before published photographs make you feel as if you are right there – travel around London with Fassett and
visit the vibrant, colourful studio where he designs and works
Dedicated audience: Fassett is a celebrated fabric designer and celebrity in the quilt world. His impressive following tops 100,000, and his
fans will be excited to see a new book of patterns from him.

Description
World-renowned artist Kaffe Fassett dives deep into the archives to reinvent his most beloved and classic fabric-based designs through an
extraordinary collection of fresh quilt patterns. Kaffe Fassett needs no introduction – a master colourist and textile designer, Kaffe is known for
legendary designs and fantastic quilts. And now he's back with new images, new patterns, and a new look at his most storied designs. Timeless 
Themes explores the classic, bold patterns that we've come to know and love from Kaffe. Each chapter focuses on a pattern theme from the
Kaffe Fassett Collection – whether stripes, circles, geometrics, and botanicals, or wild paisleys and retro zig zags.

About the Author
Kaffe Fassett has dedicated the last 50 years of his life to the world of knitting, needlepoint, and patchwork. He has produced over 30
publications from how-to books to colour in designs and also tours internationally. He lives in London, UK. Visit his website
www.kaffefassett.com.
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